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Take some time to think me over
And take some time to take me in
Cause when you give to me what I give to you
Like a shadow I'm back and I'll love you all over again

Here I lie beneath the ocean (Here I lie beneath the
ocean)
A blue and green is all on my mind
Here we drive beside the ocean (Here we drive beside
the ocean)
We're made to singing on I-95, yeah, yeah

I fell asleep last night without you
And I woke up morning pretty much the sa-e-ame, aw
yeah yeah
And although I dreamed of you while in those greens
and blue
To me you're a beautiful hue of a color I can't seem to
name

Here I lie beneath the ocean, yeah
A blue and green is all over my mind
Here we drive beside the ocean
Here we ride beside the ocean
We're made to singing on 995, oh, ohhh

Thinkin' of you, wasting my time, away
Under the seas, wasting my time
I'm lovin' you, it's taking my time, you see
Oh yeah, yeah, yeah yeah yeah yeah

Here I lie beneath the ocean
You're throwing greens all over my mind and it's over
and over and over then
Here we drive beside the ocean
Here we ride beside the ocean
We're made to singing on 995

Thinkin' of you, wasting my time away
Under the seas, taking my time, ohhh
I'm lovin' you I'm just taking my, time you see and my
time you see, yeah
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I'm lovin' you, I'm lovin you, I'm lovin you
Yeah I'm still in love with you, still in love with you, still
in love with you, ahhh, ohhh
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